Errata to
*Advanced Energy Design Guide for Medium to Big Box Retail Buildings*

*July 21, 2015*

*Shaded items have been added since the previously published errata sheet dated April 28, 2014.*

**Pages 58–79:** In the Quality Assurance section of the Climate Zone Recommendation Tables for Climate Zones 1 through 8, for the Training component change the recommendation from “Facility operator or continuous benchmarking” to “Facility operator on continuous benchmarking.”

**Page 60:** In the Doors item of the Envelope section of the Climate Zone Recommendation Table for Climate Zone 2, change the recommendation for swinging doors from “0-0.70” to “U-0.07.”

**Page 66:** In the Roofs item of the Envelope section of the Climate Zone Recommendation Table for Climate Zone 4, change the How-To Tips for metal building roofs from “None” to “EN1, 3, 18–21.”

**Page 82:** The caption for Figure 5-1 currently reads “(a) Filled Cavity; (b) Liner System, One Layer; (c) Liner System, Two Layers” but should read “(a) Filled Cavity; (b) Liner System, Two Layers; (c) Liner System, Three Layers.”